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Gorey’s Worlds
Edward Gorey’s taste was eclectic. He collected antiques, books,
rocks, toys, and other curious knick-knacks. He also acquired
works of art, from popular nineteenth-century engravings to
obscure paintings from the 1980s. Gorey’s Worlds offers a rare
opportunity to view Gorey’s art collection along with his own
peculiar stories and distinctive pen-and-ink illustrations. By
stepping into the worlds of Gorey’s art and life, we can understand
more deeply what sparked his creative imagination.
On his death in 2000, Gorey gave this art collection to the
Wadsworth Atheneum, a museum he visited on numerous
occasions when traveling between New York City and his
Cape Cod house.
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In addition to visiting museums, Gorey enjoyed a wide range of
cultural experiences. From the ballet and literature to his love
of animals, Gorey’s passions are explored in this exhibition as
further sources of his inspiration.
unless otherwise noted, the works of edward gorey in this exhibition
have been provided by the edward gorey charitable trust.
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The Studio
Gorey collected—or “accumulated,”
as he described it—art, books, rocks,
toys, and curious knick-knacks. His
accumulations filled his apartment in
New York City and later his house on
Cape Cod.

Gorey’s homes were his creative
laboratories; there, he tinkered with the
ideas in his mind before putting pen to
page. For the last half of Gorey’s career,
his studio was a tiny second-floor room
with a small table facing a window.

Gorey’s Theatricality
Gorey was fascinated by the performing
arts. He was professionally involved
with theater as a costume and set
designer and was a devoted spectator
who drew inspiration from attending live
performances. Gorey’s greatest passion
was the New York City Ballet (NYCB);
he attended nearly 160 performances per
season consistently for over thirty years.

The style of Gorey’s work is imbued
with theatricality. Usually horizontal
in format, his illustrations echo a
traditional proscenium. From the poses
of his characters to the detailed scenery,
these key modes borrowed from the life
of the stage contribute to the mood and
narrative arc so characteristic of his style.

Real and Imaginary Settings
Gorey’s personal art collection is filled
with views of places—urban and rural,
real and imaginary. His collected views
almost always showed unpeopled
settings, making them fitting backdrops
to his stories.

When Gorey described the qualities of
specific works of art in his collection,
he employed terms such as “haunting,”
“pulsating,” and “vast and dark.” These
terms resonate with the ominous and
foreboding mood of many of his own
illustrated texts.

Gorey’s Humor:
Literary Nonsense and Surrealist Art
Gorey’s work often presents impossible
or implausible events as reality. We pause
and try to make sense of nonsense, a
process which can add suspense, humor,
or a sense of ominous dread to our
experience of his narratives.

Nineteenth-century literary nonsense and
Surrealist art of the twentieth century
delighted Gorey. He used tactics similar to
these predecessors: combining text with
imagery in unexpected ways, portraying
ambiguous or ridiculous scenarios, and
inventing words. He achieved a similar
effect of bewilderment in his work.

A Cast of Characters
Animals were an important part of
Gorey’s life. Gorey shared his house
with multiple cats that he considered to
be part of his family, and he became an
animal welfare advocate later in life. It
comes as no surprise to see an affinity for
creatures of all kinds in his collection of
animal-themed cartoons and prints.

Animals are central to his stories
and illustrations, and they often take
on human characteristics. These
creatures might appear as friendly and
companionable characters, but they
can also be uncooperative tricksters or
monsters with menacing intentions.

mobile tour

Want more information?
Use our free WiFi to get a multimedia tour on your
mobile device at tap.thewadsworth.org.
Look for the mobile phone icon, enter the number,
and hear conversations with experts and artists,
view videos, images and more.
Please respect other visitors by setting your phone
to silent and refraining from phone conversations
and the use of speakerphone in the galleries.
Headphones can be purchased and devices can
be borrowed from the Information Desk near
the Museum Shop.

Take the Stage!
Edward Gorey loved the ballet. It takes a lifetime
to master the dance, but you can try out a few of the
poses today. Use this poster, which Gorey designed
for the New York City Ballet, as your guide to the
five basic positions:

First Position
Second Position
Third Position
Fourth Position
Fifth Position

You can see more ballet poses in Gorey’s illustrations
for The Lavender Leotard, displayed on the far wall.
Pick your favorite pose and try it on the stage! Snap a
photo and share on social media with #goreysworlds.
Edward Gorey, Poster, New York City Ballet, 1974–75. Offset lithograph on paper, 26 x 12 in. (66 x 30.5 cm). Cooper Hewitt,
Smithsonian Design Museum, Gift of Unknown Donor, 1980-32-976. Photo: Matt Flynn © Smithsonian Institution

Take a Seat!
Q: What is your favorite journey?
A: “Looking out the window.”
Q: What is your favorite occupation?
A: “Drifting.”
—Edward Gorey, Vanity Fair interview, 1997

Take a seat and create a drawing or
story in the style of Edward Gorey.
What worlds can you imagine?

